MBLWHOI Library’s Institutional Repository – WHOAS
DSpace 7.2 migration

By Debbie Roth and Audrey Mickle
WHOAS 5.6

WHOAS: https://darchive.mblwhoilibrary.org/
WHOAS 7.2

Kickoff meeting: August 18th

Implementation: August 16th – October 24th

Testing: October 25th – November 10th

Resolution and go live: November 11th – November 29th
EAC Author Concept to Person Entities

5.6 version

7.2 version
EAC Author Concept to Person Entities
EAC Cruise Concept to Cruise Entities
DSpace 7.2 migration

The new platforms includes:
• Newly designed search box – easier to search
• Custom entities
• Custom model
• Migrating editable authorities
• Basic usage statistics